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Abstract
We determine the representation type (wild, tame, polynomial growth) of the category fspr(I,Fm) of fil-
tered subprojective Fm-representations of a finite poset I in terms of m and I , where Fm = K[t]/(tm),
m  1, and K is an algebraically closed field. Criteria for tameness, wildness and tameness of non-
polynomial growth of fspr(I,Fm) are given in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. As an application, a solution of
Birkhoff’s type problem [G. Birkhoff, Subgroups of abelian groups, Proc. London Math. Soc. 38 (1934)
385–401] for the category repft(I,Fm) of filtered I -chains of Fm-modules is given in Section 5, by deter-
mining the representation type repft(I,Fm).
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Throughout we denote by K an algebraically closed field, and by mod(R) the category of
finitely generated unitary right R-modules, where R is a ring with an identity element. We assume
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2 D. Simson / Journal of Algebra 311 (2007) 1–30that I ≡ (I,) is a finite poset (that is, partially ordered set) with a unique maximal element ∗.
We fix an integer m 1 and consider the K-algebra
Fm = K[t]/
(
tm
)
.
Obviously Fm is a uniserial algebra of K-dimension m, and Fm = K , for m = 1. Following
Gabriel [18], we study the additive category repft(I,Fm) of filtered Fm-representations of I (or
filtered I -chains of Fm-modules) whose objects are systems U = (Uj )j∈I of finitely generated
Fm-modules Uj ⊆ U∗ such that Us ⊆ Uj ⊆ U∗, if s  j in I , see also [4,34]. In case I is the chain
1 → ∗, the category repft(I,Fm) is just the submodule category S(Fm) studied in [26–28,30], or
equivalently, the category C(2,Fm) of 2-chains C = (C1 ⊆ C∗) of Fm-modules studied in [42].
In view of the result of Birkhoff [11], the problem of determining the representation type of the
category S(Fm) = C(2,Fm) is called the Birkhoff problem, see [26,28,30,42]. One of the aims of
this paper is to get a solution of a Birkhoff type problem, that is, the problem of determining the
representation type of the category repft(I,Fm) of I -chains. We do it in Section 5 by a reduction
to the study of filtered subprojective Fm-representation of I (introduced and studied by the author
in [34–36]).
We recall from [9,34,35,42] that a filtered subprojective Fm-representation of I is the system
X = (Xj )j∈I
of finitely generated Fm-modules Xj , j ∈ I , satisfying the following two conditions:
(a) X∗ is a projective Fm-module,
(b) Xj is a submodule of X∗ for every j ∈ I , and Xi ⊆ Xj , if i  j holds in I .
By a morphism f :X → X′ of filtered subprojective Fm-representations X = (Xj )j∈I and
X′ = (X′j )j∈I of the poset I we mean an Fm-module homomorphism f :X∗ → X′∗ such that
f (Xj ) ⊆ X′j for every j ∈ I . The direct sum of X and X′ is the representation X ⊕ X′ =
(Xj ⊕X′j )j∈I .
We denote by fspr(I,Fm) the category of filtered subprojective Fm-representations of the
poset I . A short sequence 0 → X′ f ′−→ X f ′′−−→ X′′ → 0 in fspr(I,Fm) is said to be exact if, for
each j ∈ I , the sequence 0 → X′j
f ′j−→ Xj
f ′′j−−→ X′′j → 0 of Fm-modules is exact, where f ′j and
f ′′j are the restriction of f ′ and f ′′ to X′j and to Xj , respectively.
It is known that fspr(I,Fm) is an additive Krull–Schmidt category with enough relative
projective objects and enough relative injective objects, and that fspr(I,Fm) has almost split
sequences, see [34,37,42].
Given an object X = (Xj )j∈I of fspr(I,Fm), the vector dimX = (dimK Xj )j∈I ∈ NI is
called the dimension vector of X.
The category fspr(I,Fm) is said to be of finite representation type if the number of the iso-
classes of indecomposable objects in fspr(I,Fm) is finite. Following [32] and [37], we define the
category fspr(I,Fm) to be of wild representation type, if there exists a K-linear exact represen-
tation embedding T : modΓ3(K) → fspr(I,Fm), where
Γ3(K) =
[
K K3
0 K
]
,
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we call fspr(I,Fm) of fully wild representation type, or strictly wild representation type (see [16,
32]). The category fspr(I,Fm) is defined to be of tame representation type if, for each dimension
vector v = (vj )j∈I ∈ NI , the isoclasses of the indecomposable representations X = (Xj )j∈I with
dimX = v form a finite set of at most one-parameter families (see Section 2 for details).
In case m = 1, the algebra Fm is the field K and fspr(I,Fm) = fspr(I,K) is the category
of I \ {∗}-spaces in the sense of Gabriel [18] (see also [31]). Note also that, for arbitrary I and
m 1, the categories fspr(I,Fm) provide an important class of bimodule matrix problems in the
sense of Drozd [14–16] that is closely related to a class of free triangular boxes BFmI , see [34,
37], and the proof of Proposition 2.3. The problem in a matrix form is studied by Plahotnik [24],
where a characterization of finite type is presented. Here we present a simple characterization of
tame type and of wild type, for this class of matrix problems, see [19,31].
Except of the motivation presented above, one of our main motivations for the study is the fact
that the category fspr(I,Fm) is playing an important role in the representation theory of finite-
dimensional algebras (see [31]), in the study of lattices over orders (see [29], [31, Chapter 13],
[34,35,38–41,47,48]) and in the investigation of categories of abelian groups (see [1–3,6,7,17,
21]). Some application of our results presented here can be found in a recent papers [4,5].
We say that I is a peak subposet of I ′ if there is a poset injection I → I ′ sending the unique
maximal element of I to the unique maximal element of I ′, see [31,33].
A classification of the pairs (I,m) such that the category fspr(I,Fm) is of finite representation
type is given in [42, Theorem 3.4]. Here we present similar criteria for fspr(I,Fm) to be tame,
wild, or tame of non-polynomial growth. Our main results are the following two theorems [35]
proved in Section 4.
Theorem 1.1. Let K be an algebraically closed field, m 1 an integer and Fm = K[t]/(tm). Let
I be a finite partially ordered set with a unique maximal element ∗. The category fspr(I,Fm) is
of wild representation type if and only if the pair (I,m) satisfies any of the following conditions.
(a) The poset I is a chain and any of the following four conditions is satisfied:
(W01) m 7 and |I | 3,
(W02) m 5 and |I | 4,
(W03) m 4 and |I | 5,
(W04) m 3 and |I | 7, or else
(b) the poset I is not a chain and any of the following conditions is satisfied:
(W1) m  1 and I contains, as a subposet, one of the 6 hypercritical wild posets of
Nazarova [22]:
(1,1,1,1,1) = (• • • • •)
•↑
(1,1,1,2) = (• • ••)
•↑• • •↑↑↑
(2,2,3) = (• • •)
• •↑ ↑
(1,3,4) = (• • •)↑ ↑• •↑•
• • •↑↖↑ ↑
(N,5) = (• • •)↑•↑•↑•
• •↑ ↑
(1,2,6) = (• • • )↑•↑•↑•↑•
(W2) m 2 and I contains one of the 36 hypercritical wild posets of Table 1.3, see [35];
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I ′1:
•↗ ↘•→•→•→∗ I ′′1 :
•↗ ↘• → • → • → ∗ I ′′′1 :
• ↘• → • → • → ∗
I2:
• ↘• → • → ∗ I3:
• ↘• → ∗↗•
I14: • → •↗↘ ↘• → • → ∗
(W4) m 4 and I contains one of the posets:
I1:
•↗ ↘• → • → ∗ I•1 :
• ↘• → • → ∗
(W5) m 5 and I contains the poset
F0:
•↘•→∗
Theorem 1.2. Let I be a finite partially ordered set with a unique maximal element ∗, let m 1
be an integer, K an algebraically closed field and Fm = K[t]/(tm). The category fspr(I,Fm) is
of tame representation type if and only if the pair (I,m) satisfies any of the following conditions
(T0)–(T5).
(T0) The conditions 0◦, 1◦ and 2◦ stated in [42, Theorem 3.4] and in Theorem 3.5 of Section 3.
(T1) m = 1 and I does not contain, as a subposet, any of the 6 hypercritical posets of Nazarova
listed above.
(T2) The poset I is a chain and (|I |,m) is one of the three pairs (3,6), (4,4), and (6,3).
(T3) The poset I is not a chain, m = 2 and I is a peak subposet of one of the 22 posets listed in
Table 1.4, see [35].
(T4) The poset I is not a chain, m = 3 and I is any of the posets:
I1:
•↗ ↘• → • → ∗ I•1 :
• ↘• → • → ∗
(T5) The poset I is not a chain, m = 4 and I is the poset
F0:
•↘•→∗
We also show in Corollary 4.1 that the category fspr(I,Fm) is tame of non-polynomial growth
(see Section 2) if and only if m = 2, I is a peak subposet of the garland
Gn: •↗↘
• → •− · · · → • → •
↗↘ ↗↘ ↗↘
• → •− · · · → • → •
↘
↗∗ (2n+ 2 points, n 3)
with n 3, and I contains, as a subposet, the small garland
G−3 :
•→•→•↗↘ ↗↘•→•→•
The reader is referred to [2,8,10,19,31,43,44], for the standard representation theory terminol-
ogy and notation. In particular, we refer to [31, Chapter 14] and [44, Chapter 19] for a discussion
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and module categories, to [19] and [31] for matrix problems terminology, notation and basic
facts, and to [1] and [2] for applications of poset representations to the study of categories of
abelian groups.
The results were presented on the International Conference on Representations of Algebras
VIII in Geirenger, 4–10 August 1996 (see [35,36]). In the present form, they are also announced
in [42, Remark 3.8]. Our Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 extend [42, Theorem 3.6].
Table 1.3
Hypercritical wild posets, for m = 2
D∗4 :
•
•
• ∗
•
•
Î13 : • • ∗
•
•
Î23 : • • ∗
•
•↗ ↘
Î33 : • → • → ∗↘ ↗•
• ↘
Î43 : • → • → ∗↗•
• ↘
Î53 : • → • → ∗↗•
• •
I′4: • • • ∗
• •
I′′4 : • • • ∗
• •
I′′′4 : • • • ∗
• •
W0: • • • ∗
• •
W•0 : • • • ∗
• •
W1: • • • ∗
• •
W•1 : • • • ∗
• → •↗ ↘
W2: • → • → • → • → • → • → ∗
• → •↗ ↗ ↘
W•2 : • → • → • → • → • → • → ∗
• → •↗ ↗ ↘
W3: • → • → • → • → • → • → ∗
• → •↗ ↗ ↘
W•3 : • → • → • → • → • → • → ∗
• → •↗ ↗ ↘
W4: • → • → • → • → • → • → ∗
•→•↘
W5: •→•→•→∗
•→•↘
W6: •→•→•→•→∗
•→•↗ ↘
W•6 : •→•→•→•→∗
•→•↗ ↘
W7: •→•→•→ •→∗
•↘
W8: •→•→•→•→•→∗
(continued on next page)
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W9: • • • • • • ∗
•
W10: • • • • • • ∗
•
W•10: • • • • • • ∗
•
W11: • • • • • • ∗
•
W•11: • • • • • • ∗
•
W12: • • • • • • ∗
•
W•12: • • • • • • ∗
•↗↘
W13: •→•→•→•→•→• →•→∗
•↘
W•13: •→•→• →•→•→•→•→∗
•↗↘
W14: •→•→ •→• →•→•→•→∗
•↗↘
W•14: •→•→•→• →•→•→•→∗
•↗↘
W15: •→•→• →•→•→•→•→∗
•↗↘
W•15: •→•→•→•→ •→• →•→∗
Table 1.4
Tame posets, for m = 2
I3:
•
• ∗
•
•↘
I4: •→•→•→•→∗
•
I5: • • • • • ∗
•
I•5 : • • • • • ∗
•
I6: • • • • • ∗
•
I•6 : • • • • • ∗
•
I7: • • • • • ∗
(continued on next page)
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I8: •−→•−→•−→•−→•−→•−→∗
•↘
I•8 : •→•→•→•→•→•→∗
•↗↘
I9: •−→•−→•−→•−→•−→•−→∗
•↗↘
I•9 : •−→•−→•−→•−→•−→•−→∗
•↗↘
I10: •→•−→•−→•−→•−→•−→∗
•→• →∗↗ ↗ ↗
I11: •→•→•→•→•
•→• →•→•→•→∗↗ ↗
I•11: •→•
•→• →•→∗↗ ↗ ↗
I12: •→•→•→•
•→• →•→•→∗↗ ↗ ↗
I•12: •→•→•
•→•→•→∗↗
I13: •→•
•→•→∗↗ ↗
I•13: •→•→•
•→•↗↘ ↘
I14: •→•→∗
•→•↘ ↘
I15: •→•→∗
•→•→∗↗
I16: •→•
Gn: •↗↘
• → •− · · · → • → •
↗↘ ↗↘ ↗↘
• → •− · · · → • → •
↘
↗∗ (2n+ 2 points, n 2)
2. Preliminaries and the tame–wild dichotomy for fspr(I,Fm)
Assume that I ≡ (I,) is a finite partially ordered set with a unique maximal element ∗
and let Fm be the uniserial algebra K[t]/(tm) of K-dimension m. Let FmI be the incidence
Fm-algebra of I , that is, FmI is the Fm-subalgebra of the full I by I matrix algebra MI (Fm)
consisting of all square I by I matrices λ = [λpq ]p,q∈I in MI (Fm) such that λpq ∈ Fm, for all
p,q ∈ I , and λij = 0, if there is no relation i  j in I .
Following [16], [31, Chapter 14], [32,35,37,42] we introduce the definition of tame repre-
sentation type and polynomial growth for the category fspr(I,Fm) of filtered subprojective
Fm-representations of I . Here we follow our notation introduced in [34, Section 5]. For this
purpose, we consider the full subcategory modpr(FmI) of mod(FmI) consisting of projectively
adjusted FmI -modules (see [34, Section 5] and [37] for details). By [34, (5.7)], there is a K-linear
exact functor
ρ : fspr(I,Fm) −→ modpr(FmI) (2.1)
which is a category equivalence. It associates to any object X = (Xj )j∈I of fspr(I,Fm) the
Fm-module ρ(X) = ⊕j∈I Xj equipped with the right FmI -algebra multiplication · : ρ(X) ×
FmI → ρ(X) defined by attaching to every x = (xj )j∈I ∈ ⊕j∈I Xj = ρ(X) and any matrix
λ = [λpq ]p,q∈I ∈ FmI ⊆ MI (Fm) the vector x · λ = (xj ) · [λpq ] = (x′j )j∈I ∈
⊕
j∈I Xj = ρ(X),
where x′ = ∑ij xiλij . If f :X → X′ is a morphism in fspr(I,Fm) defined by an Fm-j
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modules by the formula ρ(f )(x) = (f (xj ))j∈I , for every x = (xj )j∈I ∈ ρ(X).
The functor ρ allows us to identify the category fspr(I,F ) with the full exact subcategory
modpr(FmI) of the module category mod(FmI). Consequently, following [16], [31, p. 368] and
[32] we introduce the tameness of the category fspr(I,Fm) as follows.
Definition 2.2. Assume that I is a finite poset with a unique maximal element and K is an
algebraically closed field.
(a) The category fspr(I,Fm) is of tame representation type, if for every dimension vector
v ∈ NI there exist K[t]–FmI -bimodules L(1), . . . ,L(rv), which are finitely generated free
K[t]-modules, such that for all but finitely many indecomposable objects X with dimX = v
there is an isomorphism ρ(X) ∼= K1λ ⊗K[t] L(j), where j  rv and K1λ = K[t]/(t − λ) is
a simple K[t]-module, for each λ ∈ K . If there is a common bound for the numbers rv of
such K[t]–FmI -bimodules L(1), . . . ,L(rv) in each vector v, the tame category fspr(I,Fm)
is called tame domestic (see [46, (2.1)], [31, Section 14.4]).
(b) Assume that the category fspr(I,Fm) is of tame representation type. We define the growth
function μ1 :NI → N by attaching to any vector v ∈ ZI the non-negative integer μ1(v),
the minimal number rv of K[t]–FmI -bimodules L(1), . . . ,L(rv) satisfying the conditions
in the definition of tame representation type. A tame category fspr(I,Fm) is said to be of
polynomial growth if there exists an integer g  1 such that μ1(v)  ‖v‖g for all vectors
v ∈ ZI with ‖v‖ = v1 + · · · + vs  2.
Obviously, tame domestic category fspr(I,Fm) is of polynomial growth. Note also that each
L(j) of the K[t]–FmI -bimodules L(1), . . . ,L(rv) can be viewed as the object L(j) = (L(j))i∈I
of the category fspr(I,K[t]). Then, under the identification of X with ρ(X), the isomor-
phism ρ(X) ∼= K1λ ⊗K[t] L(j) in Definition 2.2(a) is an isomorphism X ∼= (K1λ ⊗K[t] L(j))i∈I
in fspr(I,Fm).
We frequently use the following important result.
Proposition 2.3. Let I , K and Fm, m 1, be as in Definition 2.2.
(a) The category fspr(I,Fm) is an additive Krull–Schmidt category with enough relative pro-
jective objects and enough relative injective objects. It has almost split sequences and every
object of fspr(I,Fm) has a projective cover.
(b) The category fspr(I,Fm) is either of tame representation type or of wild representation type,
and the types are mutually exclusive.
Proof. (a) Apply [34, Lemma 5.8] and [37, Theorems 6.5 and 6.10] to the category fspr(I,Fm) ∼=
modpr(FmI).
(b) The statement reduces to a corresponding tame–wild dichotomy for bocses, proved by
Drozd in [16]. To see that, we view the incidence algebra FmI as a bipartite triangular algebra
FmI =
[
FmI
− F |I
−|
m
]
,0 Fm
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bimodule. Let prin(FmI) be the full subcategory of mod(FmI) consisting of prinjective FmI -
modules, that is, the right FmI -modules Y = (Y ′FmI− , Y ′′Fm,ϕ), with Y ′FmI− projective module
over the algebra FmI− and Y ′′Fm injective module over the algebra Fm. Let
Θ : prin(FmI) → modpr(FmI)
be the adjustment functor defined in [37, 2.2] by attaching to each Y = (Y ′
FmI− , Y
′′
Fm
,ϕ) in
prin(FmI) the right FmI -module Θ(Y ) = (Imϕ,Y ′′Fm,ϕ′), where ϕ is the map adjoint to
ϕ :Y ′
FmI− ⊗ F
|I−|
m → Y ′′Fm and ϕ′ : Imϕ ⊗ F
|I−|
m → Y ′′Fm is adjoint to the inclusion Imϕ ⊆
HomFm(F
|I−|
m ,Y
′′
Fm
).
By [37, Theorem 6.10], the functor Θ is full, dense, vanishes only on finitely many indecom-
posable modules, preserves tame representation type and wild representation type. Consider the
following functors
rep(BFmI ,K) −→ prin(FmI) Θ−→ modpr(FmI) −→ fspr(I,Fm),
where BFmI is a free triangular bocs (in the sense of Drozd [16]) associated to the bipartite
K-algebra FmI in [37, Proposition 4.9]. By [37, Proposition 4.9], there exists an equivalence
rep(BFmI ,K) ∼= prin(FmI) preserving tame and wild representation type. Since Θ preserves
tame representation type and wild representation type, then (b) is a consequence of the well-
known tame–wild dichotomy theorem of Drozd [16]. 
3. Main results
We prove our main results formulated in Section 1 by applying the covering-type K-linear
functor
F˜ : fspr−
(
Îm
∗
,K
)→ fspr(I,Fm), (3.1)
defined in [34, (5.16)] and [35]. Here Îm is the infinite poset (3.2) with a Z-action associated
to (I,m) in [34, (5.9)], Îm∗ = Îm ∪ {∗} is the enlargement of Îm by a unique maximal ele-
ment ∗. We denote by fspr−(Îm∗,K) the full subcategory of fspr(Îm∗,K) consisting of the
objects X = (Xβ; X∗)β∈Îm such that Xβ = X∗ for β sufficiently large. Note that fspr(Îm
∗
,K)
is the category Îm-sp of Îm-spaces over K , and fspr−(Îm
∗
,K) is the full subcategory Îm-s˜p of
Îm-sp consisting of the Îm-spaces M = (Mβ; M)β∈Îm such that Mβ = M for β sufficiently large(see [31, Section 13.3], [34, Theorem 4.5], [35,42]).
We recall from [34, (5.9)] and [42] that Îm is the infinite poset
Îm =
⋃
s∈Z
I × {s} (3.2)
with the partial order relation  defined by the formulae:
(i) (u, s) (v, s) ⇔ u v ∈ I ,
(ii) (i, t) ≺ (i, s) for all s < t in Z and i ∈ I ,
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This means that the poset I ×{s} is isomorphic to I and Îm is a disjoint union of countably many
copies of the poset I ∼= I × {s}, s ∈ Z, with the relations (ii) and (iii). We view Îm as follows
(compare with the poset of Zavadskij, Kirichenko [48]):
... (i,0) (i,1) ... (i,m) ...
... (j,0) (j,1) ... (j,m) ...
I×{0} I×{1} I×{m}
where we draw the skew arrow from (j, r) to (i, r +m), if j  i in I . The infinite cyclic group Z
acts on Îm by shift in a natural way.
An important role is also played by two finite subposets
Î[0,m] =
m⋃
s=0
I × {s} and Î[1,m] =
m⋃
s=1
I × {s} (3.3)
of the infinite poset Îm.
We recall from [31, Proposition 15.100] that the category fspr−(Îm∗,K) = Îm-s˜p is said to
be locally coordinate support finite if there exists a finite subposet L of Îm such that for any
indecomposable object M in Îm-s˜p the finite poset csupp(M) = {j ∈ Îm∗; (cdn M)j = 0} is
contained in a Z-shift of L, where (cdn M)j = dimK(Mj/∑t≺j Mt).
The following theorem collects basic properties of the functor (3.1).
Theorem 3.4. Assume that Fm = K[t]/(tm), m 1, I is a finite poset with a unique maximal el-
ement ∗ and Îm∗ = Îm∪{∗} is the one-peak infinite poset associated to (I,m). Then the functor F˜
(3.1) has the following properties.
(a) If X is an indecomposable object in fspr−(Îm∗,K) then the object F˜(X) is indecomposable
and F˜(X) ∼= F˜(σX), where σX is the Z-shift of X. If X and Y are indecomposable objects
in fspr−(Îm
∗
,K) and F˜(X) ∼= F˜(Y ), then Y ∼= σ tY for some t ∈ Z.
(b) If the functor F˜ is dense then it induces a bijection between the set of Z-orbits of isomorphism
classes of indecomposable objects in fspr−(Îm∗,K) and the set of isomorphism classes of
indecomposable objects in fspr(I,Fm).
(c) If fspr−(Îm∗,K) is of wild representation type, then fspr(I,Fm) is of wild representation
type.
(d) Assume that fspr−(Îm∗,K) is locally coordinate support finite. Then the functor F˜ is dense,
and fspr−(Îm
∗
,K) is of tame representation type (respectively tame of polynomial growth,
tame non-polynomial growth) if and only if fspr(I,Fm) is of tame representation type
(respectively tame of polynomial growth, tame non-polynomial growth).
Proof. Apply [42, Theorem 3.2] and [35] (see also [12,13]). 
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representation type given in [24] and [42, Theorem 3.4].
Theorem 3.5. Assume that I is a finite poset with a unique maximal element ∗, R is a commu-
tative artinian uniserial ring and m 1 an integer such that J (R)m = 0 and J (R)m−1 = 0. The
following conditions are equivalent.
(a) The category fspr(I,R) is of finite representation type.
(b) The infinite poset Îm associated to I and m in (3.2) does not contain the following five
critical posets of Kleiner [20]:
(1,1,1,1) = (• • ••)
• • •↑↑↑
(2,2,2) = (• • •)
• •↑ ↑
(1,3,3) = (• • •)↑ ↑• •
• • •↑↖↑ ↑
(N,4) = (• • •)↑•↑•
• •↑ ↑
(1,2,5) = (• • • )↑•↑•↑•
(c) The finite subposet Î[1,m] of Îm does not contain any of the critical posets of Kleiner.
(d) The pair (I,m) satisfies any of the following conditions:
0◦ |I | = 1 and m is arbitrary, or m = 1 and I does not contain the critical posets of Kleiner;
1◦ I is linearly ordered, |I | 2 and the pair (|I |,m) of integers satisfies any of the following
four conditions:
(F1) m = 1 or |I | 2,
(F2) m 5 and |I | = 3,
(F3) m 3 and 4 |I | 5,
(F4) m = 2 and |I | 6; or
2◦ I is not linearly ordered and the pair (I,m) satisfies any of the following two conditions:
(F5) m = 3 and I is the poset F0: •↘•→∗ , or(F6) m = 2 and I is a peak subposet of any of the posets F0,s , F1, F2, F3, F•1 , F•2 , F•3
presented below:
F0,s :
•↗ ↘•→•→· · ·→•→•→•→ •→•→· · ·→•→∗ s + 1 points, s  3
•
F1: • • • • ∗
•
F•1 : • • • • ∗
•
F2: • • • • • ∗
•
F•2 : • • • • • ∗
•
F3: • • • • • ∗
•
F•3 : • • • • • ∗
12 D. Simson / Journal of Algebra 311 (2007) 1–30Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.4 and [42, Theorem 3.4] that the category fspr(I,R) is of
finite representation type if and only if the poset Îm does not contain the critical posets of Kleiner.
By applying this, it is shown in [42] that the statements (a), (b) and (d) are equivalent. It remains
to show that (b) is equivalent to (c), or equivalently, that if a critical poset of Kleiner is a subposet
of Îm, then a critical poset of Kleiner is a subposet of Î[1,m]. But this follows by a simple case by
case inspection (see the proof of [42, Theorem 3.4]). 
In the proof of our main theorems we need the following combinatorial result [35].
Proposition 3.6. Assume that I is a finite poset with a unique maximal element ∗, m 1 is an
integer and Îm is the infinite poset associated to I and m in (3.2).
(a) The following four conditions are equivalent.
(i) The infinite poset Îm contains any of the six hypercritical posets (1,1,1,1,1), (1,1,1,2),
(2,2,3), (1,3,4), (N,5) and (1,2,6) of Nazarova.
(ii) The finite subposet Î[0,m] (3.3) of Îm contains, as a subposet, any of the six hypercritical
posets of Nazarova.
(iii) Either m  3 and the finite subposet Î[0,m] (3.3) of Îm contains, as a subposet, any of the
six hypercritical posets of Nazarova, or else 1m 2 and the finite subposet Î[0,m] (3.3)
of Îm contains, as a subposet, any of the six hypercritical posets of Nazarova.
(iv) The poset I is a chain and the pair (I,m) satisfies any of the conditions (W01)–(W04) of
Theorem 1.1, or I is not a chain and the pair (I,m) satisfies any of the conditions (W1)–
(W5) of Theorem 1.1.
(b) The following four conditions are equivalent.
(i) The infinite poset Îm does not contain any of the six hypercritical posets of Nazarova.
(ii) The finite subposet Î[0,m] of Îm does not contain any of the six hypercritical posets of
Nazarova.
(iii) Either m 3 and the finite subposet Î[1,m] (3.3) of Îm does not contain, as a subposet, any
of the six hypercritical posets of Nazarova, or else 1m 2 and the finite subposet Î[0,m]
(3.3) of Îm does not contains, as a subposet, any of the six hypercritical posets of Nazarova.
(iv) The pair (I,m) satisfies any of the conditions 0◦–2◦ of Theorem 3.5 or any of the conditions
(T1)–(T5) of Theorem 1.2.
(c) Assume that m 2. The following three conditions are equivalent.
(i) The infinite poset Îm contains the poset of Nazarova and Zavadskij [23]
• •NZ: ↑↗↖↑• • • •
and Îm does not contain any of the six hypercritical posets of Nazarova.
(ii) The finite subposet Î[0,m] of Îm contains NZ and Îm does not contain any of the six hyper-
critical posets of Nazarova.
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Gn: •↗↘
• → •− · · · → • → •
↗↘ ↗↘ ↗↘
• → •− · · · → • → •
↘
↗∗ (2n+ 2 points, n 3)
with n 3, and I contains the small garland
•→•→•
G−3 : ↗↘ ↗↘•→•→•
Proof. We suppose that m 2, because in case m = 1 the proposition is obvious.
To see that the conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent, in each of the statements (a)–(c), it
is enough to check that if the infinite poset Îm contains, as a subposet, a hypercritical poset
of Nazarova (respectively the poset NZ), then also the finite subposet Î[1,m] of Îm contains a
hypercritical poset of Nazarova (respectively the posetNZ). This can be done by a case by case
inspection. For example, let m = 3 and let I be the poset
◦↘∗↗◦→◦ →◦→◦
Then the infinite poset Î3 in (3.2) has the form
Î3:
... ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ • • ◦ ...
... ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ • ◦ ...
... ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ...
... ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ • ◦ ◦ ...
... ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ...
... ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ • • • •
Note that Î3 contains the subposet N of the hypercritical type (1,3,4) marked by the bullet
points. The finite subposet (3.3)
Î[1,3]:
◦→•→•↓ ↓ ↓◦→◦→•↓ ↓ ↓◦→◦→•↓ ↓ ↓•→◦→◦↓ ↓ ↓∗→∗→∗↑ ↑ ↑•→•→•
of Î3 does not contain the posetN . However, it contains the subposetN ′ of the same hypercritical
type (1,3,4), marked by the bullet points.
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lent, in each of the statements (a) and (b).
Now we prove that, in each of the statements (a) and (b), the conditions (i) and (iv) are equiv-
alent. For this purpose we consider two countable sets:
W = {(I,m); m 1 and the poset Î[0,m] contains a hypercritical poset},
T = {(I,m); m 1 and Îm does not contain hypercritical posets},
where m 2 is an integer and I is a finite poset with a unique maximal element.
It is clear that W and T are partially ordered sets with respect to the partial order relation
defined by the formula
(I,m) (I ′,m′) ⇐⇒ I ↪→ I ′ and mm′,
where I ↪→ I ′ means that there is a poset injection I → I ′ sending the unique maximal element
of I to the unique maximal element of I ′.
We set (I,m) ≺ (I ′,m′), if (I,m) (I ′,m′) and (I,m) = (I ′,m′).
Example 3.7. Let m = 2 and let I be the poset
◦↗ ↘
I = Î33 : ◦ → ◦ → ∗↘ ↗◦
First we note that the pair (I,2) is a minimal element of the poset W . To see this, we look at the
poset
Î[0,2]:
◦ ◦ •
◦ • ◦
◦ • ◦
◦ • ◦
• ∗ ∗
and observe that the subposet N of Î[0,2] marked by the five bullet points is a hypercritical poset
of Nazarova of type (1,1,1,2). Consequently, the pair (I,2) belongs to W . Note also that the
subposet Î[1,2] of Î[0,2] does not contain any of the hypercritical posets of Nazarova.
We also consider the following two posets:
W ′ = {(I,m); m 1 and the pair (I,m) satisfies (a) or (b) in Theorem 1.1},
T ′ = {(I,m); m 1 and (I,m) satisfies one of (T0)–(T5) in Theorem 1.2}.
We use in the proof the following statements:
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(A1) If (I,m) (I ′,m′), then Îm is a peak subposet of Î ′m and Î[0,m] is a subposet of Î ′[0,m].
(A2) If (I ′,m′)  (I,m) and (I ′,m′) ∈W (respectively (I ′,m′) ∈W ′), then (I,m) ∈W (re-
spectively (I,m) ∈W ′).
(A3) If (I,m) (I ′,m′) and (I ′,m′) ∈ T (respectively (I ′,m′) ∈ T ′), then (I,m) ∈ T (respec-
tively (I,m) ∈ T ′).
(A4) The inclusion W ′ ⊆W holds.
(A5) The inclusion T ′ ⊆ T holds.
The proof of the statements (A0)–(A3) is easy.
Now we prove (A4). By (A2), it is sufficient to prove (A4) only for minimal elements (I,m)
in W ′. We do it by a case by case inspection.
Case 1. Assume that m = 5 and I is the poset
F0:
◦↘◦→∗
Then the element (F0,5) is minimal in W ′ and the finite poset Î[1,5] has the form
◦→◦→•→•→•↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓•→•→∗→∗→∗↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑◦→◦→•→•→•
Note that the poset Î[1,5] contains the subposet of the hypercritical type (2,3,3) marked by the
bullet points. It follows that the element (F0,5) of W ′ belongs to W .
Case 2. Assume that I is a chain. It follows that m 2 and (I,m) is a minimal element inW ′ if
and only if (|I |,m) is any of the following four pairs: (7,3), (5,4), (4,5), and (3,7). We show
that (I,m) belongs toW , if |I | = 5 and m = 4. The proof in remaining cases is left to the reader.
Suppose that m = 4 and I is the chain ◦ → ◦ → ◦ → ◦ → ∗. Then the finite subposet Î[1,4]
(3.3) of the infinite poset Î4 in (3.2) associated to (I,4) has the form
Î[1,4]:
◦→◦→◦→•↓ ↓ ↓ ↓◦→◦→•→◦↓ ↓ ↓ ↓◦→•→◦→◦↓ ↓ ↓ ↓•→◦→◦→◦↓ ↓ ↓ ↓•→∗→∗→∗
and contains a subposet of the hypercritical type (2,1,1,1) marked by the bullet points. It follows
that the minimal pair (I,4) of W ′ belongs to W .
To finish the proof of (A4), we need to show that the remaining minimal pairs (I,m) of W ′
belong to W . The proof is analogous to the above one, and we leave it to the reader.
Next we prove (A5). By (A3), it is sufficient to show that every maximal element (I,m) in T ′
belongs to T . We do it by a case by case inspection.
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infinite poset Î4 is of the form
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
A simple combinatorial checking shows that the poset Î4 does not contain, as a subposet, any
of the hypercritical posets (1,1,1,1,1), (1,1,1,2), (2,2,3), (1,3,4), (N,5) and (1,2,6) of
Nazarova. It follows that the element (F0,4) of T ′ belongs to T .
Case 2. Let I = I•1 and let m = 3. Obviously, the element (I•1 ,3) is maximal in T ′ and the
infinite poset Î3 is of the form
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
A simple checking shows that the poset Î3 does not contain, as a subposet, any of the hyper-
critical posets of Nazarova. It follows that the element (I•1 ,3) of T ′ belongs to T .
Case 3. Let I be the poset I4 of Table 1.4, and let m = 2. Obviously, the element (I4,2) is
maximal in T ′ and the infinite poset Î2 is of the form
Î2:
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ • • ◦
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ • ◦
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ • ◦ ◦
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ • • • •
It is easy o check that the poset Î2 does not contain, as a subposet, any of the hypercritical
posets of Nazarova. It follows that the element (I4,2) of T ′ belongs to T .
Continuing this way we show that any maximal element (I,m) of T ′ belongs to T . This will
finish the proof of (A5).
(a)(ii) ⇔ (a)(iv). We prove that the conditions (ii) and (iv) of (a) are equivalent by showing
that W =W ′. In view of (A4), it remains to show that the inclusion W ⊆W ′ holds.
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In view of (A2), to show that (I,m) ∈W ′, it is sufficient to prove that (I ′,m′) ∈W ′.
Case 1. We suppose that I ′ is linearly ordered. We recall from (A5) that T ′ ⊆ T . Since (L,n) ∈
T ′, if (|L|, n) is any of the pairs (3,6), (4,4), and (6,3) in (T2) of Theorem 1.2, then any such
a pair (L,n) does not belong to W , because, by (A0), the set T ∩W is empty. Hence, in view
of (A3) and (T2) of Theorem 1.2, we conclude that |I ′| 7 and m′  3. Since (I ′,m′) has been
chosen minimal in W then (|I ′|,m′) is one of the pairs (7,3), (6,4), (4,5) and (3,7) listed in
(W01)–(W04) of Theorem 1.1. It follows that (I ′,m′) is inW ′ and, consequently, the pair (I,m)
we started with belongs to W ′.
Case 2. We suppose that I ′ is not linearly ordered, that is, I ′ contains, as a peak subposet, the
poset
F0:
◦↘◦→∗
Hence (F0,m′) (I ′,m′) (I,m). Since (F0,4) ∈ T ′ ⊆ T and T ∩W = ∅, then (F0,4) /∈W ′.
Recall that (F0,5) ∈W ′ ⊆W . It follows that m′  5, because otherwise (F0,5) ≺ (I ′,m′) and
we get a contradiction with the minimal choice of (I ′,m′).
Now we split the proof into five cases.
Case 2.1. m′ = 5. Since
• (F0,5) ∈W ′ ⊆W , (F0,4) ∈ T ′ ⊆ T ,
• (F0,4) ≺ (F0,5) (I ′,5) (I,m), and
• (I ′,5) is chosen to be minimal in W ,
then (I ′,5) = (F0,5). It follows that (I ′,m′) belongs to W ′, and we are done.
Case 2.2. m′ = 4. Since
• (F0,4) ∈ T ′ \W , (F0,4) (I ′,4) (I,m) and
• (I ′,4) is chosen to be minimal in W ,
then I ′ has exactly four elements. Assume that a ∈ I ′ \F0. Then a is not maximal and I ′ is one
of the following four posets:
I1:
•↗ ↘
a → • → ∗ I•1 :
• ↘• → a → ∗
I2:
• ↘• → a → ∗
• ↘
I3: • → ∗↗
a
presented in (W3) and (W4) of Theorem 1.1. Since (I2,3) ∈W ′ and (I3,3) ∈W ′, then we get
(I ′,4) = (I1,4) ∈W ′ or (I ′,4) = (I•,4) ∈W ′, because otherwise (I2,3) ≺ (I2,4) = (I ′,4)1
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Consequently, (I ′,4) ∈W ′ and the proof is complete in case m′ = 4.
Case 2.3. m′ = 3. By applying the arguments used in the proof of Case 2.2, the reader will show
that (I ′,3) is one of the pairs (I ′1,3), (I ′′1 ,3), (I ′′′1 ,3), (I2,3), (I3,3), (I14,3) from the set W ′
(see (W3) in Theorem 1.1). It follows that (I ′,3) ∈W ′ and finishes the proof in case m′ = 3.
Case 2.4. m′ = 2. Simple combinatorial considerations shows as above that I ′ is one of the 36
posets presented in Table 1.3. It follows that (I ′,2) ∈W ′ and finishes the proof in case m′ = 2.
The details are left to the reader.
Case 2.5. m′ = 1. Since we assume that (I ′,1) ∈W and m′ = 1, it is obvious that (I ′,1) belongs
to W ′.
This finishes the proof of the equality W =W ′ and of the equivalence of the conditions (ii)
and (iv) of (a).
(b)(ii) ⇔ (b)(iv). We prove that the conditions (ii) and (iv) of (b) are equivalent, by showing
that T = T ′. In view of (A3), it remains to show that the inclusion T ⊆ T ′ holds.
Suppose that (I,m) ∈ T and choose a minimal pair (I ′,m′) ∈ T such that (I,m)  (I ′,m′)
(see [45] and the note added in proof for a discussion of the case there is no such a maximal pair
(I ′,m′) ∈ T ). In view of (A3), to show that (I,m) ∈ T ′, it is sufficient to prove that (I ′,m′) ∈ T ′.
Case 1. We suppose that I ′ is linearly ordered. We recall from (A5) that T ′ ⊆ T . Since
(L,n) ∈W ′, if (|L|, n) is any of the pairs (7,3), (5,4), (4,5) and (3,7) listed in (W01)–(W04) of
Theorem 1.1, then any such a pair (L,n) does not belong to T , because, by (A0), the set T ∩W
is empty. Hence we conclude that |I ′| 6 and m′  6. Since (I ′,m′) is chosen to be maximal in
T then (|I ′|,m′) is one of the pairs (3,6), (4,4), and (6,3) presented in (T2) of Theorem 1.2.
It follows that (I ′,m′) is in T ′ and, consequently, the pair (I,m) we started with belongs to T ′
too.
Case 2. We suppose that I ′ is not linearly ordered, that is, I ′ contains, as a peak subposet, the
poset
F0:
◦↘◦→∗
We recall that (F0,5) ∈W ′ =W . It follows that m′  4, because otherwise m′  5, (F0,5) 
(I ′,m′) and, according to (A0) and (A3), (I ′,m′) ∈ T ∩W = ∅, a contradiction.
Now we split the proof into four cases.
Case 2.1. m′ = 4. We show that (I ′,4) = (F0,4) ∈ T ′, that is, I ′ =F0. Suppose to the contrary
that I ′ =F0, and let a ∈ I ′ \F0. Then a is not maximal in I ′ and I ′ contains a peak subposet I ′′
of one of the following four forms:
I1:
•↗ ↘
a → • → ∗ I•1 :
• ↘• → a → ∗
I2:
• ↘• → a → ∗
• ↘
I3: • → ∗↗
a
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ing to (A0) and (A2), we get the contradiction (I ′,4) ∈W ∩ T = ∅. Consequently, (I ′,4) =
(F0,4) ∈ T ′, and we are done.
Case 2.2. m′ = 3. Since W = W ′, we can easily check, by consulting the list of the posets
in W ′, that the only maximal pairs (I ′′,3) such that (I ′′,3) does not belong to W ′ are the two
pairs (I1,3) and (I•1 ,3) and they belong to T ′. It follows that (I ′,3) = (I1,3) or (I ′,3) = (I•1 ,3)
and, consequently, (I ′,3) ∈ T ′, as we required.
Case 2.3. m′ = 2. Since W =W ′, we easily check, by consulting the 36 posets in W ′ presented
in Table 1.3, that the only maximal pairs (I ′′,2) which are not in W ′ are the 22 pairs (I ′′,2),
where I ′′ runs through the list of 22 posets presented in Table 1.4. Since they belong to T ′ then
(I ′,2) is of one of these 22 forms and therefore (I ′,2) ∈ T ′. The details are left to the reader, see
also [45] and the note added in proof.
Case 2.4. m = 1. Since (I,1) ∈ T and m = 1, it easily follows that I does not contain as a
subposet any of the hypercritical posets of Nazarova, that is, (I,1) ∈ T ′.
This finishes the proof of the equality T = T ′ and of the equivalence of the conditions (ii) and
(iv) of (b).
(c)(ii) ⇔ (c)(iii). First we show that (iii) implies (ii). Assume that m = 2, I contains G−3 and
I is a peak subposet of Gn, where n 3. It follows from (b) that the finite poset Î[0,2] does not
contain as a subposet any of the six hypercritical posets of Nazarova. In view of (A1), it suffices
to show that if J = G−3 then Ĵ[0,2] contains the poset NZ , as a subposet. But this easily follows
from the definition of Ĵ[0,2].
Next we show that (ii) implies (iii). Assume that I is a poset and m  2 is such that the
finite poset Î[0,m] does not contain, as a subposet, any of the six hypercritical posets of Nazarova.
By (b), the pair (I,m) belongs to T ′ and, in particular, m equals 2, 3 or 4, in case I is not linearly
ordered. One can show that the finite poset Î[0,m] does not contain the poset NZ , for any pair
(I,m) ∈ T ′ such that I is linearly ordered, or m ∈ {3,4} and I is not linearly ordered, or else
m = 2 and I does not contain G−3 , as a subposet. This can be proved by a straightforward case
by case inspection of the pairs (I,m) in the set T ′. We leave it to the reader.
It follows that if Î[0,m] contains the poset NZ then m = 2, I contains G−3 and I is a peak
subposet of a garland Gn, with n 3. Consequently, we have proved that (ii) implies (iii). This
finishes the proof of (c) and the proof of the proposition. 
One of the main problems in determining the set W ′ of “wild pairs” (I,m) described in
Theorem 1.1, and the set T ′ of “tame pairs” (I,m) described in Theorem 1.2 is to find proper
candidates for W ′ and T ′, respectively. A key observation in producing the lists W ′ and T ′ are
the following two facts that are a consequence of our consideration in the proof above.
Corollary 3.8. Let T ′ and W ′ be the sets defined above.
(a) A pair (I,m) belongs to T ′ if and only if there exists a minimal element (I ′,m′) of W ′ such
that (I,m) ≺ (I ′,m′).
(b) A pair (I ′,m′) belongs to W ′ if and only if there exists a maximal element (I,m) of T ′ such
that (I,m) ≺ (I ′,m′).
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We keep the notation introduced in the proof of Proposition 3.5. In particular, we denote byW ′
the set of all pairs (I,m), with m 1, described by (a) and (b) in Theorem 1.1. We denote by T ′
the set of all pairs (I,m), with m 1, satisfying one of the conditions (T0)–(T5) in Theorem 1.2.
First we prove the following two statements.
(B1) If (I,m) ∈W ′ then the category fspr(I,Fm) is of wild representation type.
(B2) If (I,m) ∈ T ′ then the category fspr(I,Fm) is of tame representation type.
For the proof of (B1), assume that (I,m) ∈W ′. Then the finite subposet Î[0,m] (3.3) of Îm
contains, as a subposet, a hypercritical poset N of Nazarova. It follows from [22] (see also [31,
Theorems 15.3 and 15.99]) that the category fspr−(Îm∗,K) = Îm-s˜p is of wild representation
type. Hence, in view of Theorem 3.4(c), the category fspr(I,Fm) is also of wild representation
type, and (B1) is proved.
For the proof of (B2), assume that (I,m) ∈ T ′. We split the proof in two cases.
Case 1. Assume that (I,m) ∈ T ′ and one of the following three conditions is satisfied:
(a) I is linearly ordered.
(b) I is not linearly ordered and m ∈ {3,4}.
(c) I is not linearly ordered, m = 2 and I does not contain, as a subposet, the small garland G−3 .
It follows from Proposition 3.6 that the finite subposet Î[0,m] (3.3) of Îm does not contain,
as a subposet, the poset NZ and any of the six hypercritical posets of Nazarova. By applying
the main results in [22,23] (see also [31, Theorems 15.3, 15.89 and 15.99]) we conclude that
the category fspr−(Îm
∗
,K) = Îm-s˜p is of tame representation type and of polynomial growth.
Since, by [31, Theorem 15.100], the category fspr−(Îm∗,K) is locally coordinate support finite
then, in view of Theorem 3.4(d), the functor F˜ : fspr−(Îm∗,K) → fspr(I,Fm) is dense and the
category fspr(I,Fm) is also of tame representation type and of polynomial growth.
Case 2. Assume that (I,m) ∈ T ′, m = 2, the poset I is not linearly ordered and contains a
subposet of type G−3 . It follows that I is one peak subposet of a garland Gn, with n  3. Then,
without loss of generality, we can suppose that I = Gn, where n 3.
It follows from Proposition 3.6 that the finite subposet Î[0,2] of Î2 does not contain, as a
subposet, the poset NZ and Î[0,2] contains one of the six hypercritical posets of Nazarova. By
applying the main results in [22,23] (see also [31, Theorems 15.3, 15.89 and 15.99]) we conclude
that the category fspr−(Î2
∗
,K) is of tame representation type and of non-polynomial growth.
Now we show that, for m = 2 and I = Gn, with n 3, the category fspr−(Î2∗,K) is locally
coordinate support finite. For, let X be an indecomposable object of fspr−(Î2∗,K). Then the
finite peak subposet csupp(X) = {j ∈ Î2; (cdnX)j = 0} of Î2 is sincere in the sense of [31]. It
follows that csupp(X) is a subposet of the poset
Î[s,t] =
t⋃
I × {i},
i=s
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to this property. Note that, for each i, the poset I × {i} is just the garland Gn. By applying
Lemma 15.69 and Theorem 15.71 in [31] to Î[s,t] we conclude that t − s  1, because otherwise
t − s  2, the poset Î[s,t] is not sincere and admits a crossed decomposition in the sense of [31,
Chapter 8]. It follows that, up to Z-shift, the sincere subposet csupp(X) of Î[s,t] is contained in
Î[0,2]. This shows that the category fspr−(Î2
∗
,K) is locally coordinate support finite. Hence, in
view of Theorem 3.4(d), the functor F˜:fspr−(Î2∗,K) → fspr(I,F2) is dense and the category
fspr(I,F2) is tame of non-polynomial growth. This finishes the proof of (B2).
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If (I,m) satisfies any of the conditions in (a) and (b) of Theorem 1.1 then
(I,m) ∈W ′ and, according to (B1), the category fspr(I,Fm) is of wild representation type. Con-
versely, assume that the category fspr(I,Fm) is of wild representation type. By the tame–wild
dichotomy proved in Proposition 2.3(b), the category fspr(I,Fm) is not of tame representation
type. It follows from (B2) that (I,m) /∈ T ′ = T and, according to Corollary 3.8, (I,m) ∈W ′.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. If (I,m) satisfies any of the conditions in (T0)–(T5) of Theorem 1.2 then
(I,m) ∈ T ′ and, according to (B2), the category fspr(I,Fm) is of tame representation type. Con-
versely, assume that the category fspr(I,Fm) is of tame representation type. By the tame–wild
dichotomy proved in Proposition 2.3(b), the category fspr(I,Fm) is not of wild representation
type. It follows from (B1) that (I,m) /∈W ′ =W and, according to Corollary 3.8, the pair (I,m)
belongs to T ′. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
The following corollary is a consequence of the proof above.
Corollary 4.1. Let K be an algebraically closed field, m  2 be an integer, I a finite poset
with a unique maximal element and let Fm = K[t]/(tm). The category fspr(I,Fm) is tame of
non-polynomial growth if and only if m = 2, I is a peak subposet of the garland
Gn: •↗↘
• → •− · · · → • → •
↗↘ ↗↘ ↗↘
• → •− · · · → • → •
↘
↗∗ (2n+ 2 points, n 3)
with n 3, and I contains, as a subposet, the small garland
G−3 :
•→•→•↗↘ ↗↘•→•→•
We end this section by the following useful consequence of the results above.
Corollary 4.2. Let K be an algebraically closed field, m 2 be an integer, I a finite poset with
a unique maximal element and let Fm = K[t]/(tm). Let Îm∗ = Îm ∪ {∗} be an enlargement of the
infinite poset (3.2) by a unique maximal element ∗, and let Î ∗[0,m] and Î ∗[1,m] be the extensions of
the finite subposets (3.3) of Îm∗ by the maximal element ∗.
(a) The category fspr(I,Fm) is of finite representation type if and only if the category
fspr(Î ∗ ,K) = Î[1,m]- sp is of finite representation type.[1,m]
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if and only if the category fspr(Îm∗,K) is of tame representation type (respectively of poly-
nomial growth), or equivalently, if and only if
• m  3 and the category fspr(Î ∗[1,m],K) = Î[1,m]- sp is of tame representation type
(respectively of polynomial growth), or
• m = 2 and the category fspr(Î ∗[0,2],K) = Î[0,2]- sp is of tame representation type
(respectively of polynomial growth).
(c) The category fspr(I,Fm) is wild if and only if the category fspr(Îm∗,K) is wild, or equiva-
lently, if and only if
• m 3 and fspr(Î ∗[1,m],K) = Î[1,m]- sp is wild, or
• m = 2 and fspr(Î ∗[0,2],K) = Î[0,2]- sp is wild.
Proof. (a) It follows from [34, (5.14)], [34, Lemma 5.2], [42, Theorem 3.4] and the arguments
given in [42, pp. 1640, 1641] that the category fspr(I,Fm) is of finite representation type if and
only if the poset Îm does not contain any of the five critical posets (1,1,1,1), (2,2,2), (1,3,3),
(N,4), (1,2,5) of Kleiner. According to Theorem 3.5, this final statement holds if and only if
the finite poset Î[1,m] does not contain any of the five critical posets of Kleiner or equivalently,
if and only if the category fspr(Î ∗[1,m],K) ∼= Î[1,m]-sp is of finite representation type, see [20]
and [31].
(c) By Theorem 1.1, the category fspr(I,Fm) is wild if and only if the pair (I,m) satisfies
any of the conditions stated in (a) and (b) of Theorem 1.1, or equivalently, if and only if the
finite poset Î[0,m] does not contain any of the six critical posets of Nazarova, see Proposition 3.6.
Then (c) is an immediate consequence of the well-known result of Nazarova [22], see also [31,
Theorem 15.3].
(b) Apply Theorem 1.2, Proposition 3.6, Corollary 4.1, and the arguments used in the proof
of (a) and (c) above. 
Remark 4.3. Corollary 4.2(a) remains valid if we replace the algebra Fm = K[t]/(tm) by
an arbitrary commutative artinian uniserial ring R such that R/J (R) ∼= K , J (R)m = 0 and
J (R)m−1 = 0, where m 2 (apply Theorem 3.5 and [4]).
5. A solution of a Birkhoff type problem for filtered I -chains
As before, we denote by K an algebraically closed field. We assume that I is a finite poset
with a unique maximal element ∗ and we fix an integer m 2. Let
Fm = K[t]
/(
tm
)
.
Following [18,34,35], we define the category repft(I,Fm) of filtered finitely generated Fm-repre-
sentations of I (or filtered I -chains of Fm-modules) to be the category with objects
U = (Uj )j∈I ,
where each Uj is a finitely generated Fm-module, Uj ⊆ U∗ is a submodule of U∗ and Uj ⊆ Ut ,
if j  t in I . A morphism from U = (Uj )j∈I to U ′ = (U ′j )j∈I is an Fm-module homomorphism
f :U∗ → U ′∗ such that f (Uj ) ⊆ U ′j , for each j ∈ I . The objects U = (Uj )j∈I of repft(I,Fm) are
called filtered finitely generated Fm-representations or filtered I -chains of Fm-modules.
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chain U is just the chain
U = (U1 ↪→ U2 ↪→ ·· · ↪→ Un ↪→ U∗)
of length |I | = n+1 of finitely generated Fm-submodules of U∗, that is, the category repft(I,Fm)
is just the category C(n+ 1,Fm) of filtered (n+ 1)-chains of Fm-modules studied in [42]. Then,
in case the poset I is the chain ◦ → ∗, n = 1, and the category repft(I,Fm) = C(2,Fm) is just the
submodule category S(Fm) studied by Ringel and Schmidmeier in [27,28].
Given any artinian uniserial ring R, the filtered I -chain category repft(I,R) is defined in a
similar way.
One can show as in [42] and [4] that repft(I,Fm) is a Krull–Schmidt K-category with enough
relative injectives and enough relative projectives. Moreover, repft(I,Fm) has almost split se-
quences and there exists a fully faithful K-linear functor
ρ̂ : repft(I,Fm) → mod(FmI), (5.1)
where FmI is the incidence Fm-algebra of the poset I . It associates to any filtered I -chain U =
(Uj )j∈I the vector space ρ̂(U) =⊕j∈I Uj equipped with the usual right FmI -module structure
defined by the formula (cj )j∈I · [apq ] = (c′j )j∈I ∈
⊕
j∈I Uj , where c′j =
∑
s∈I csatj , see (2.1)
of Section 2 and [31]. It follows that the filtered I -chain category repft(I,Fm) can be viewed
as a full exact subcategory of the module category mod(FmI). Then wild representation type,
tame representation type tame domestic type and the polynomial growth are well defined for the
category repft(I,Fm) as we do for fspr(I,Fm) in Sections 1 and 2, see also [31, Chapter 14], [31,
Section 15.10] and [42, Section 2]. By applying the arguments in the proof of [42, Corollary 2.9]
and of Proposition 2.3, one can prove the tame–wild dichotomy for repft(I,Fm).
The problem of when the filtered I -chain category repft(I,Fm) has finite representation type
(respectively tame or wild representation type) is a type of Birkhoff problem (see [11]), studied
in [1,2,25,27,28,30,34,42] (in case the poset I is a finite chain).
The aim of this section is to solve the problem. We do it in Theorems 5.2, 5.3 and Corol-
lary 5.6, by applying the results of Sections 3 and 4. We start with the following extension of [42,
Theorem 1.3].
Theorem 5.2. Assume that I is a finite poset with a unique maximal element ∗, R is a commu-
tative artinian uniserial ring and m  2 an integer such that J (R)m = 0 and J (R)m−1 = 0. If
|I | 2 then the filtered I -chain category repft(I,R) is of finite representation type if and only if
the pair (I,m) satisfies any of the following conditions:
1◦ I is linearly ordered and any of the following three conditions is satisfied:
(f1) |I | = 2 and m 5,
(f2) 3 |I | 4 and m 3,
(f3) |I | 5 and m = 2, or
2◦ m = 2 and I is a non-linearly ordered one-peak subposet of any of the following five posets:
F0,s :
•↗ ↘•→•→· · ·→•→•→•→ •→•→· · ·→•→∗ s + 1 points, s  3
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F ′1: • • • ∗
•
F ′2: • • • • ∗
•
F ′3: • • • • ∗
•
F ′4: • • • • ∗
Proof. Let I+ = I ∪ {+} be a poset enlargement of I by a unique maximal element +. Consider
the restriction functor res : fspr(I+,R) → repft(I,R) defined by the formula res(Xj )j∈I+ =
(Xj )j∈I . It follows from [34], [42, Proposition 2.8] and [4, Theorem 2.2] that res defines a
bijection between the set of the isomorphism classes of indecomposable objects in fspr(I+,R)
distinct from P+ and the set of the isomorphism classes of indecomposable objects in repft(I,R).
Hence, res preserves the finite representation type and therefore the theorem is a consequence of
Theorem 3.5. 
The proof of the next result depends on the following useful lemma.
Lemma 5.3. Let I, I+ = I ∪ {+}, and Fm, m 2, be as above.
(a) The restriction functor
res : fspr
(
I+,Fm
)→ repft(I,Fm), (5.4)
defined by the formula res(Xj )j∈I+ = (Xj )j∈I , preserves tame representation type and the
polynomial growth.
(b) The category fspr(I+,Fm) is representation-tame (respectively representation-finite) if and
only if repft(I,Fm) is representation-tame (respectively representation-finite).
Proof. Apply the arguments used in the proof of [42, Proposition 2.8], see also [4, Theo-
rem 2.2]. 
The following result generalizes [42, Theorem 1.5].
Theorem 5.5. Assume that I is a finite poset with a unique maximal element ∗, K an al-
gebraically closed field and Fm = K[t]/(tm). If |I |  2 then the filtered I -chain category
repft(I,Fm) is representation-tame and not representation-finite if and only if the pair (I,m)
satisfies any of the following conditions:
(t1) I is linearly ordered and (|I |,m) is any of the following three pairs: (2,6), (3,4), and
(5,3), or
(t2) m = 3 and I is the poset F0 :
•↘•→∗, or else
(t3) m = 2 and I is any of the 17 posets:
•
F1: • • • • ∗
•
F•1 : • • • • ∗
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F2: • • • • • ∗
•
F•2 : • • • • • ∗
•
F3: • • • • • ∗
•
F•3 : • • • • • ∗
F4:
•↘•→•→•→•→∗ F5:
•→•→∗↗•→•
F6:
•→•→∗↗ ↗•→• F7:
•→•→•→∗↗ ↗•→•
F8:
•→•→ •→•→∗↗ ↗•→• F9:
•−−−−→∗↗ ↗•→•→• F10:
•→•→ ∗↗ ↗ ↗•→•→•
F11:
•−−−→∗↗ ↗•→•→•→• F12:
•−−−→•→∗↗ ↗•→•→• F13:
•→•→ •→∗↗ ↗ ↗•→•→•
F14:
•→•→ ∗↗ ↗ ↗•→•→•→•
(t4) m = 2, I is a peak subposets of a garland
Gn: •↗↘
• → •− · · · → • → •
↗↘ ↗↘ ↗↘
• → •− · · · → • → •
↘
↗∗ (2n+ 2 points, n 2)
and I contains, as a subposet, the small garland
G−2 :
•→•→•↗↘ ↗↘•→•→•
Proof. Denote by I+ = I ∪ {+} the poset enlargement of I by a unique maximal element +.
By Lemma 5.3, the restriction functor res : fspr(I+,Fm) → repft(I,Fm) (5.4), defined by the
formula res(Xj )j∈I+ = (Xj )j∈I , preserves tame representation type and the polynomial growth.
Moreover, the category fspr(I+,Fm) is tame (respectively representation-finite) if and only if
repft(I,Fm) is tame (respectively representation-finite). Then the theorem is a consequence of
Theorem 1.2 applied to the category fspr(I+,Fm). To see this we consider two cases.
Case 1. Assume that I is linearly ordered. Then I+ is also linearly ordered and, according
to Theorem 1.2, the category fspr(I+,Fm) is tame and not representation-finite if and only if
(|I+|,m) is one of the three pairs (3,6), (4,4), and (6,3), that is, if and only if (|I |,m) is one of
the three pairs (2,6), (3,4), and (5,3), and we are done.
Case 2. Assume that I is not linearly ordered. Then I+ is also not linearly ordered and, ac-
cording to Theorem 1.2 and the assumption m  2, the category fspr(I+,Fm) is tame and not
representation-finite if and only if the pair (|I+|,m) satisfies any of the conditions (T3), (T4), or
(T5) of Theorem 1.2. Since I has a unique maximal element, then I+ is not of the form I! and F0
presented in Theorem 1.2. It follows that the pair (|I+|,m) satisfies any of the conditions (T3),
(T4), or (T5) if and only if m = 3 and I =F0, or m = 2 and I+ is one of the posets of Table 1.4;
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mal element +. Since the one-peak posets obtained from posets listed Table 1.4 by deleting the
maximal element are just those listed in (t3) and (t4) of the theorem, the proof is complete. 
As a consequence we get a criterion for the category repft(I,Fm) to be tame of non-
polynomial growth.
Corollary 5.6. Let K be an algebraically closed field, m 2 be an integer, I a finite poset with
a unique maximal element and let Fm = K[t]/(tm). The category repft(I,Fm) is tame of non-
polynomial growth if and only if m = 2, I is a peak subposet of the garland Gn, with n 3, and
I contains, as a subposet, the small garland
G−3 :
•→•→•↗↘ ↗↘•→•→•
Proof. By Lemma 5.3, the restriction functor res : fspr(I+,Fm) → repft(I,Fm) preserves tame
representation type and the polynomial growth. Then the corollary is a consequence of Theo-
rem 1.2, Corollary 4.1 and Theorem 5.5. 
Finally, we prove a criterion for the category repft(I,Fm) to be wild.
Theorem 5.7. Let K be an algebraically closed field, m  2 be an integer, I a finite poset
with a unique maximal element ∗, and let Fm = K[t]/(tm). The category repft(I,Fm) is of wild
representation type if and only if the pair (I,m) satisfies any of the following conditions (a)
and (b).
(a) The poset I is a chain and any of the following four conditions is satisfied:
(w1) m 7 and |I | 2,
(w2) m 5 and |I | 3,
(w3) m 4 and |I | 4,
(w4) m 3 and |I | 6.
(b) The poset I is not a chain and any of the following conditions is satisfied:
(w5) m 2 and I contains one of the 17 reduced wild posets of Table 5.8,
(w6) m 3 and I contains one of the posets:
I1:
•↗ ↘• → • → ∗ I•1 :
• ↘• → • → ∗
(w7) m 5 and I contain the poset:
F0:
•↘•→∗
Proof. Let I+ = I ∪ {+} be the poset enlargement of I by a unique maximal element +. By
Lemma 5.3, the restriction functor res : fspr(I+,Fm) → repft(I,Fm) (5.4) preserves tame repre-
sentation type. Hence, by the tame–wild dichotomy Proposition 2.3, the category fspr(I+,Fm)
is of wild representation type if and only if repft(I,Fm) is of wild representation type. Then the
theorem is a consequence of Theorem 1.1 applied to the category fspr(I+,Fm). To see this we
consider two cases as in the proof of Theorem 5.3. The details are left to the reader. We only
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obtained from the wild posets of Table 1.3 by omitting the unique maximal element. 
Table 5.8
Reduced minimal wild posets, for m = 2
• ↘
H1: • → ∗↗•
•→•↘
H2: •→•→•→∗
•→•→•↘ ↘
H3: •→•→ ∗
• → •↗ ↘
H4: • → • → • → • → • → ∗
• → •↗ ↗ ↘
H5: • → • → • → • → • → ∗
• → •↗ ↗ ↘
H6: • → • → • → • → • → ∗
• → •↗ ↗ ↘
H7: • → • → • → • → • → ∗
•
H8: • • • • • ∗
•
H9: • • • • • ∗
H10:
•↘•→•→•→•→ •→∗ H11:
•↘•→•→•→•→ •→∗
•
H12: • • • • • ∗
•
H13: • • • • • • ∗
•
H14: • • • • • • ∗
•
H15: • • • • • • ∗
•
H16: • • • • • • ∗
•
H17: • • • • • • ∗
We recall that, given s  1, the chain category C(s,Fm) defined in [42] is just the filtered
I -chain category repft(Cs,Fm), where Cs : 1 → 2 → ·· · → s is the chain of length s. As a
consequence of Theorems 1.1, 5.2, and 5.5 we get the following two theorems that correct The-
orems 1.4 and 1.5 proved in [42].
Theorem 5.9. Let K be an algebraically closed field, m 1 an integer and Fm = K[t]/(tm). The
chain category C(s,Fm) is of wild representation type if and only if the pair (s,m) of integers
satisfies any of the following conditions:
(W1) s  2 and m 7,
(W2) s  3 and m 5,
(W3) s  4 and m 4,
(W4) s  6 and m 3.
28 D. Simson / Journal of Algebra 311 (2007) 1–30Theorem 5.10. Let K be an algebraically closed field, m  1 an integer and Fm = K[t]/(tm).
The chain category C(s,Fm) is of tame representation type and representation-infinite if and only
if the pair (s,m) of integers is any of the following three pairs: (2,6), (3,4), and (5,3).
Remark 5.11. We should point out that unfortunately the wild pair (s,m) = (4,4) listed in (W3)
of Theorem 5.9 is incorrectly proved in (T2) of [42, Theorem 1.5] to be tame.
6. Concluding remarks and questions
The criteria for the tameness, wildness, polynomial growth, and the finite representation type
for the categories fspr(I,Fm) and repft(I,Fm) give us only a few information about the domes-
ticity of these categories. The following problem seems to be of importance.
Problem 6.1. Give a complete list of pairs (I,m) for which the |I | 2 and category fspr(I,Fm)
(respectively repft(I,Fm)) is tame domestic.
Note that if fspr(I,Fm) (respectively repft(I,Fm)) is tame domestic then fspr(I,Fm) (re-
spectively repft(I,Fm)) is of polynomial growth and, according to Theorem 1.2, Corollary 4.1
and Theorem 5.5, the pair (I,m) is any of the pairs defined by the conditions (T2), (T4), (T5)
of Theorem 1.2, or m = 2 and I is one of the 21 posets I3, . . . ,I16,I•5 , . . . ,I•13 of Table 1.4
(respectively I is one of the posets defined by the conditions (t1)–(t3) of Theorem 5.5), or else
m = 2 and I is the following narrow garland
Gs1,s2,s3 :
• •↗ ↘ ↗ ↘•→· · ·→•→•→•→· · · →•→•→•→· · ·→∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
s10
︸ ︷︷ ︸
s20
︸ ︷︷ ︸
s30
(6.2)
The techniques we develop in this paper and in [4] shows that fspr(I,Fm) is tame if and only if
fspr(Î ∗[0,m],K) ∼= Î[0,m]- sp is tame.
Therefore one can expect that fspr(I,Fm) is tame domestic if and only if the category
fspr
(
Î ∗[0,m],K
)∼= Î[0,m]- sp
is tame domestic. This would imply that the finite poset Î[0,m] does not contain as a subposet
any of the 56 sincere non-domestic posets Z01 , . . . ,Z020, Z11 , . . . ,Z129, Z24 , . . . ,Z210 presented in
[31, Table 15.97]. Consequently, this would imply the solution of our problem. Details will be
discussed in a subsequent paper.
Remark 6.3. The problem of classifying the indecomposable representations of the category
repft(I,Fm) and describing the Auslander–Reiten quiver of repft(I,Fm) remains unsolved, in
case (I,m) is a tame pair, that is, (I,m) is one of the pairs described by the conditions (t1)–(t3) of
Theorem 5.5, or m = 2 and I is the narrow garland Gs1,s2,s3 (6.2). The problem is very interesting,
but difficult.
The only solution we know up to now follows from the results obtained recently by Ringel
and Schmidmeier in [27,28]. They are successfully studying the case when (I,m) is a pair of
type (2,6) defined in (t1) of Theorem 5.5, that is,
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• m = 6, and
• F6 = K[t]/(t6).
It is shown in [27] that the submodule category S(F6) = repft(A2,F6) is representation-tame of
tubular type. Moreover, a complete list of indecomposable objects in S(F6) is presented and the
Auslander–Reiten quiver of the category S(F6) is determined.
Note added in proof
In the proof of the equivalence of the conditions (ii) and (iv) of Proposition 3.6(b) we also
should look at the pairs (I,m) ∈ T such that there is no (I ′,m′) ∈ T with (I,m) (I ′,m′) ∈ T .
One can check that if (I,m) ∈ T is a pair with this property then the poset I is a chain with at
most two vertices and m  2 is arbitrary, or I is a peak subposet of a garland Gn, with n  2,
presented in Table 1.4. A detailed discussion of this problem and a complete algorithmic proof
of Proposition 3.6 the reader can find in [45].
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